
 

Linking the Australian Curriculum with  
NRM Education resources 

Food and food gardens (Years 7-10) 

Big idea  
Living more sustainably includes knowing where our food comes from, and making healthy and ethical choices that are cost effective, and value the environment, other people and cultures. 

Overview 
One of the challenges of our time is food security. The human population is rapidly increasing and the area of land committed to growing food is being reduced. In Australia, we have a wealth of food which 

comes at a cost to social, cultural, ecological and economic systems.  

 

The following are some of the sustainability food themes students can learn about and possibly take action on:   

 seasonal, organic and local foods 

 cost versus value  

 cooking foods in healthy and environmentally-sound ways    

 what food labels tell us 

 sharing food as part of culture and wellbeing around the world  

 who has access to enough food, who doesn’t and why  

 food origins and history 

 loss of natural habitat through food growing and ethanol crops   

 Fair trade products   

 social justice e.g. low pay for unskilled labour, child labour, and the livelihoods of small farmers 

 community and farmers’ markets  

 carbon footprint  of food due to production, processing, transportation and waste 

 how advertising and packaging influence our food choices.   

Sustainability in the Australian Curriculum  
Education for sustainability develops the knowledge, skills, values and world views necessary for people to act in ways that contribute to more sustainable patterns of living. It enables individuals and 

communities to reflect on ways of interpreting and engaging with the world. Sustainability education is futures-oriented, focusing on protecting environments and creating a more ecologically and socially just 

world through informed action. Actions that support more sustainable patterns of living require consideration of environmental, social, cultural and economic systems and their interdependence. (Source: The 

Australian Curriculum v7.2: www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/CrossCurriculumPriorities/Sustainability) 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/CrossCurriculumPriorities/Sustainability


 

These are just a few Curriculum links and ideas that connect to NRM Education resources.  

You are encouraged to seek further connections when planning learning experiences. 

Learning 
areas 

Strands Learning experience ideas NRM Education’s resources 

Design and 

Technology 

Year 8 

Design and Technologies 

Knowledge and 

understanding 

Generate, develop, test and communicate food garden design ideas, plans and 

processes for various audiences using appropriate technical terms and 

technologies including graphical representation techniques  

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

 

 

Geography 

Year 7 

 

Geographical Knowledge 

and Understanding 

Unit 1: Water in the world 

Unit 2: Place and liveability 

Research the nature of water scarcity in agriculture and food production, and 

ways of overcoming it, including studies drawn from Australia and West Asia 

and/or North Africa. 

Critical and creative thinking, Ethical understanding, Intercultural understanding 

Food for thought – A Year 7 investigation into how we can shop and eat 

more sustainably. 

Food for thought – A Year 7 investigation into how we can shop and eat 

more sustainably. 

Geographical Inquiry and 

Skills 

Observing, questioning and 

planning 

Interpreting, analysing and 

concluding 

Reflecting and responding 

Communicating 

How do environmental factors and environmental quality affect food 

production (and therefore liveability of a place), including crop growth and 

harvesting, trade routes. 

Critical and creative thinking, Intercultural understanding, Literacy 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Use skills to research and investigate the area of a food garden (at your 

school), in relation to the surrounding school area and environment. Present 

this as a map, diagram, or sketch.  

Critical and creative thinking, ICT capability, Numeracy 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers  

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Investigate the spatial distance required between various types of food 

seedlings, and spatial area required for various food crops.  

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers  

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Investigate Australian urban planning in relation to incorporating food 

gardens at residential homes and community areas. What facilities are 

required for a functioning garden? What other urban planning factors need to 

Food for thought – A year 7 investigation into how we can shop and eat 

more sustainably. 
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be considered?  

Critical and creative thinking, ICT capability, Personal and social capability 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

Geography 

Year 8 

 

Geographical Knowledge 

and Understanding 

Unit 2: Changing nations 

Use skills to research and investigate the area of a food garden (at your 

school), in relation to the surrounding school area and environment. Present 

this as a map, diagram, or sketch.  

ICT capability, Numeracy 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Geographical inquiry and 

skills 

Observing, questioning and 

planning 

Collecting, recording, 

evaluating, and representing 

Interpreting, analysing and 

concluding 

Reflecting and responding 

Collect, select and record relevant geographical data and information for 

various foods and crops. Use this information to determine what would be 

appropriate to grow at your school.  

Critical and creative thinking, Literacy 

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

Investigate the spatial distance required between various types of food 

seedlings, and spatial area required for various food crops.  

Numeracy 

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

Reflect and propose individual and collective action for developing, producing 

and harvesting a food garden at your school. Respond to geographical 

challenges, taking into account environmental, economic and social 

considerations 

Literacy, Numeracy, Personal and social capability 

 

Geography 

Year 9 

 

Geographical Knowledge 

and Understanding 

Unit 1: Biomes and food 

security 

Unit 2: Geographies of 

interconnections 

Research and investigate the distribution and characteristics of biomes as 

regions with distinctive climates, soils, vegetation and productivity to produce 

food, and the environmental effects of these. 

Literacy 

 

Research the environmental, economic and technological factors that 

influence crop yields in Australia and across the world. How do these affect the 

various cultures? 

Critical and creative thinking, Intercultural understanding 

 

Geographical Inquiry and Investigate the challenges to food production, including; land and water Food and our carbon footprint 

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/get-involved/education/for-educators/food-gardens
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Skills 

Observing, questioning and 

planning 

Collecting, recording, 

evaluating, and representing 

Interpreting, analysing and 

concluding 

Reflecting and responding 

 

degradation, shortage of fresh water, competing land uses, and 

climate change, for Australia and other areas of the world. 

Critical and creative thinking, Intercultural understanding 

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

 

Research various arguments around the capacity of the world’s environments 

to sustainably feed the projected future population to achieve food security 

for Australia and the world. 

Critical and creative thinking, Ethical understanding, Intercultural 

understanding, Numeracy 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

Research The effects of the production and consumption of food on places 

and environments throughout the world, focussing on the effects of food 

trade. 

Critical and creative thinking, Ethical understanding, Intercultural understanding 

Edible garden fact sheet 

Site selection, garden options, plant selection 

 

Use skills to research and investigate the area of a food garden (at your 

school), in relation to the surrounding school area and environment. Present 

this as a map, diagram, or sketch.  

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

 

Collect, select and record relevant geographical data and information for 

various foods and crops. Use this information to determine what would be 

appropriate to grow at your school.  

Critical and creative thinking, Literacy, Numeracy, Personal and social capability 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Investigate the spatial distance required between various types of food 

seedlings, and spatial area required for various food crops.  

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

 

Reflect and propose individual and collective action for developing, producing 

and harvesting a food garden at your school. Respond to geographical 

challenges, taking into account environmental, economic and social 

considerations.  

Literacy, Personal and social capability 

 

Geography 

Year 10 

Geographical Knowledge 

and Understanding 

Unit 1: Environmental 

Use skills to research and investigate the area of a food garden (at your 

school), in relation to the surrounding school area and environment. Present 

this as a map, diagram, or sketch.  

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges/get-involved/education/for-educators/food-gardens
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 change and management 

Unit 2: Geographies of 

human wellbeing 

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

Geographical Inquiry and 

Skills 

Observing, questioning and 

planning 

Collecting, recording, 

evaluating and representing 

Interpreting, analysing and 

concluding 

Reflecting and responding 

 

Collect, select and record relevant geographical data and information for 

various foods and crops. Use this information to determine what would be 

appropriate to grow at your school.  

Critical and creative thinking, Literacy, Numeracy, Personal and social capability 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

 

Investigate the spatial distance required between various types of food 

seedlings, and spatial area required for various food crops.  

Critical and creative thinking, Numeracy 

Food and our carbon footprint  

How to lower our food footprint as consumers 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

Reflect and propose individual and collective action for developing, producing 

and harvesting a food garden at your school. Respond to geographical 

challenges, taking into account environmental, economic and social 

considerations. 

Literacy, Personal and social capability 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

What role does geography play in the production of food crops (e.g. method 

of harvesting, types of crops grown, method of production, food crops 

available/suitable to geographical areas etc)  

Critical and creative thinking, Literacy 

Fruit trees fact sheet 

Everything from site preparation to pruning 

 

History 

Year 7 

 

Historical Knowledge and 

Understanding 

The Mediterranean world 

Develop an understanding of the physical features of Egypt, Greece or Rome 

and how they influenced food production, and therefore the civilisation that 

developed there. 

Critical and creative thinking, Ethical understanding, Literacy, Personal and 

social capability 

Food for thought (support materials) 

 

Other 

resources 

 

Identification charts  

Teacher information packs  

Fact sheets 

 

Fruit trees for schools (2.34mb pdf) 

School food gardens (5.39mb pdf) 

Composting worm farms and bokashi (4.33mb pdf) 
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Food and related carbon emissions (453kb pdf) 

Guide to starting and nurturing community gardens 

Food for thought support materials – seven resource sheets to challenge students to think about some of the many facets of growing, producing and 

distributing food  

Other links Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden 
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